Professor Powell ties the origin and nature of archaic Greek literature to the special technology of Greek alphabetic writing. In building his model he presents chapters on specialized topics – text, orality, myth, literacy, tradition, and memorization – and then shows how such special topics relate to larger issues of cultural transmission from East to West. Several chapters are devoted to the theory and history of writing, its definition and general nature as well as such individual developments as semasiography and logosyllabography, Chinese writing, and the West Semitic family of syllabaries. Powell shows how the Greek alphabet put an end to the multiliteralism of Eastern traditions of writing, and how the recording of Homer and other early epic poetry cannot be separated from the alphabetic revolution. Finally, he explains how the creation of Greek alphabetic texts demoticized Greek myth and encouraged many free creations of new myths based on Eastern images.
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The real sciences advance in lines, with checks and halts, but in lines. Philology, the study of the past, seems to move by escapes and loops, in a kind of circle, and ever and anon returns to the point it started from. Herein it resembles religion.


“...he’s been reworking his songs in concert since he began touring with The Band in 1966; he calls the familiar recorded versions merely ‘blueprints.’ He’ll distill a verse of ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’ to just two or three notes, followed up by a couple of choruses on guitar, repeating a single three-note pattern over each of the changing chords. When he’s on, there’s no place you’d rather be.”

In memoriam Roy Bundy
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Preface

I am a Homerist by training and inclination. Nothing can explain the mystery of Homer, so I won’t try to explain the fascination he has held for me throughout my life. Perhaps Homer’s mystery lies in the unknown world that he presents to us with unparalleled vividness, so different, yet like our own. His world is familiar and strange.

The other mystery of Homer is that we have him at all, a fact defying basic assumptions. Where is the primitiveness of the late Iron Age? Where is its stumbling towards greatness in the archaic and classical periods? Why perfection at the first?

My own research, and that of others, into the mystery of Homer has revealed how his greatness depends more than we imagined on the achievement of earlier, especially Mesopotamian, culture. We are surprised to see how little in Homer is wholly Greek, beyond the patina of nomenclature and geography. As for Bronze Age Homer, we cannot find him, and Iron Age Greece now appears more Eastern Mediterranean than Balkan. Although much is traditional in Homer, we are also surprised to find how much belongs to the individual poet, to the genius of a single man.

None of this conversation about Homer, nor the poems themselves, could exist without the technology of Greek alphabetic writing. We take it for granted, but easily forget that for Homer it is sine qua non. The relationship between the written form and theories of that form’s origins must always constitute the heart of the Homeric Question. This book is about a lot of things, but mostly about that.

Madison, 2001
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